
 

 

Edgeborough Home Learning – Easter Term 2021 
  

An Updated Guide for Pupils and Parents 

 
This pack will provide you with updated information outlining the plans for Edgeborough’s 
Home Learning this term.  Our aim has been to develop a Home Learning model that 
replicates, as closely as possible, the structure, philosophy and spirit of Edgeborough. We 
are building upon the model that ran successfully in the Summer Term with an increased 
emphasis on live lessons. In designing and developing this ‘Virtual Edgeborough’ we are 
keen to maintain the breadth and balance of our provision and balance the amount of 
screen learning with more practical learning activities and an appropriate amount of fresh 
air and physical exercise. 
 
Perhaps most importantly, we are determined to maintain the strong pastoral and 
community dimensions of Edgeborough. The current circumstances continue to be 
unprecedented and any structures we put in place are likely to change and evolve. They will, 
however, always be underpinned by our desire to take the best possible care of all members 
of the Edgeborough community and offer support and guidance to your children as we 
navigate through the weeks ahead. Please bear in mind that the Edgeborough teachers are 
also adjusting to the changing demands while juggling their own health concerns and family 
commitments. 
 
We are asking, therefore, that all members of the Edgeborough community remember the 
three key principles outlined below. They will be familiar to the pupils, who will have heard 
them discussed often in assemblies and form time. 
 

Key Principles 
 

Be Positive 
Make the very best you can of the circumstances you find yourself in. Engage fully with your 
learning, and with each other. Make the most of any free time to contact your friends, try 
new things and allow sensible time for relaxation. 
 

Do Your Best 
There will be real opportunities in the weeks ahead for you to develop your independence 
and resilience. Try to organise yourself and think for yourself, knowing there is plenty of 
help and support available if you need it. Be ambitious and set your standards high. 

 

Be Kind 
Be kind and thoughtful to those around you and when communicating with others. Try to 
understand the challenges they may be facing. Most importantly, be kind to yourself. Don’t 
worry if you are finding the work difficult, or if you are struggling to keep up with the 
timetable. Make the most of the support available and communicate any difficulties you 
may be having. 



 

 

Guidelines for Pupils and Parents 

Pupils 

Try to make sure you have a quiet place where you can focus on your learning. 

If possible, work at a desk and make sure you have books, pencil case etc. to hand. 

Leave your phone and any other distractions in another room. 

Make sure you are dressed for learning – no pyjamas! 

Make sure you are signed in punctually, ready for your lessons. 

Remember that any uploaded resources (including film clips) remain the property of 
Edgeborough and should not be shared outside the Edgeborough community without prior 
permission. 

Try to maintain Edgeborough standards in all aspects of your learning. 

Stick closely to the timetable you have been given. 

Follow the Key Principles outlined above and do the very best you can. 

Don’t worry! We know things will go wrong. Just make sure you communicate any 
difficulties you are having to your Form Teacher. 

Parents 

If possible, designate a quiet place in your house where your child can work. 

Try to ensure that this workplace is appropriately furnished, resourced and free from 
distractions. 

Remember that any uploaded resources (including film clips) remain the property of 
Edgeborough and should not be shared outside the Edgeborough community without prior 
permission. 

Help your child to follow the timetable and, where possible, plan the family day around this 
timetable. 

Support your child with their learning but resist the temptation to complete the tasks for 
them. 

Encourage your child to communicate directly with their teachers through Teams, rather 
than doing this on their behalf. This will help to develop their independence and resilience. 



 

 

Feel able to make decisions that meet the needs of your family. If there are days when 
learning is impossible, then so be it. 

Keep in contact with school. As always, the first port of call should be your child’s Form 
Teacher. 

Don’t worry! We know there are challenging times ahead and will endeavour to be as 
adaptable and supportive as possible. 

 
Home Learning in Reception 

 
Home Learning in Reception will be delivered using Tapestry. Learning content for each day 
will include pre-recorded and live sessions (on Zoom).  
 
This will take the daily form of: 

• A pre-recorded 'Good Morning' video 

• Sound of the day (pre-recorded video) and literacy activities 

• Live Zoom class circle-time at 10 am (20 - 30mins)  

• Maths focus (pre-recorded video) and activities  

• Live Zoom drop-in between midday and 1 pm (if your child wishes to show an item, 
share news, show-off completed work, see friends or ask a question about a task). 
Drop into the meeting at any time and leave at any time for this session. 

• Topic Menu (to include French activities and ideas for PE) 

• Live Zoom story for all Reception at 2 pm (20 - 30 mins) 
 
With the pre-recorded content, you are encouraged to work through them in a way which 
best works for you and your family routine. In each case, a short video delivery or a 
presentation will be followed by a task for your child. Parents will receive the lesson and 
resources for each of these sections the day before the target day for delivery, to allow you 
to print materials (those not in your packs) and to read through the content. Other useful 
resources, recommended subscriptions and ideas will be sent to you as a ‘Memo’ on 
Tapestry. 
 
Teachers will make it clear which tasks should be submitted for teacher feedback each 
week. We encourage you to keep all other completed worksheets, pictures and simple 
crafts in a folder/file for us to look at upon return to school. It is requested that the tasks 
sought for feedback (marking) are photographed and added to Tapestry, not only for us to 
monitor and ensure progress but as an addition to your child’s Learning Journal (which will 
be made available to you at the end of the Term). Tasks will typically take a worksheet form 
or will consist of practical, hands-on challenges. Optional, supplementary activities linked to 
the day’s driving question will also be provided. We will aim to limit worksheets for printing 
as best we can, however, as the Reception year is play-based in terms of delivery, we do not 
(and indeed should not) rely on any textbooks we could share with you.  
 



 

 

Should you have any queries or questions please do not hesitate to email your child’s class 
teacher (Miss Symons or Mr Watson) and we will get back to you either by email or phone.  
More than ever, the partnership between home and school will be vital and should be one 
of open communication.  
 

Home Learning in Pre-Prep 
 
Home Learning in Year 1 and 2 will be delivered as pre-recorded lessons on Seesaw as well 
as some live lessons on Zoom. Parents will receive a weekly overview of lessons for the 
following week every Friday. Hopefully, this will allow you to sort out any resources needed 
or plan the timetable for your family accordingly. Lesson plans will be uploaded onto 
Seesaw for parents to have a look at the afternoon before every teaching day. Be aware 
that children must be logged in to the Seesaw Class App to be able to view their lessons for 
the day, not the Seesaw Families App. Year 1 and 2 teachers have made Home Learning 
Resource packs which we hope will keep any printing requirements at home down to a 
minimum. Any printing that is needed will be emailed to you in advance, unfortunately 
Seesaw does not yet easily allow one to print something off directly. 
 
Lessons 
Every day children will be invited to join Miss Iffland on Zoom to do Joe Wick’s PE at 9am. 
This is voluntary but it would be a great way to start the day. This will be followed by a live 
RWInc (or Literacy if they are off the scheme) lesson on Zoom. Additionally, both Year 1 and 
2 will be set a pre-recorded Maths and English lesson every day. In the afternoon children 
will be able to access a pre-recorded lesson (like Art, Topic or Science) each day. At the end 
of the day (3pm) teachers will have a live story-time Zoom or a drop-in session. These drop-
in sessions are not compulsory, but if you or your child has a question about the day’s work, 
or would like say hi to the teacher, this is the time to do that. 
Any recorded lesson input will be accessed on Seesaw, along with the tasks that children are 
required to do. We aim to give children a balance of digital work and off-screen work and 
will do our best to assign hands-on learning tasks wherever possible.  
There will be less work set on a Friday as we found that quite a lot of work is set during the 
week and by Friday it is best to focus on finishing off what has not yet been done, or 
perhaps extending learning a little by making improvements on work that has already been 
done.  
Let me know (giffland@edgeborough.co.uk) if you require an additional device to access 
lessons.  
 
Timetable 
Although we recommend doing Maths and English in the morning, we understand your 
commitments to work and other children, as well as the demand on digital devices, might 
dictate when children complete their home learning.  
We would like children to still feel part of the Pre-Prep family and so we will upload an 
Assembly onto Seesaw every Friday; we hope very much to continue counting House Points 
and naming a winning House each Friday Celebration Assembly. Class teachers will award 
WOW stars during Friday class story times, so please email your child’s class teacher if they 
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do anything worthy of a WOW! This could be making their bed, sharing with their siblings, 
helping to make lunch...etc. 
We have joined the Rising Stars Reading Planet as we did in the Summer. Your child’s 
teacher will send you a log in for this, please be patient while we set it all up. I do realise 
that some children find reading on screen difficult – please do read whatever appropriate 
books you may have at home instead if this is the case. Try to continue daily reading with 
your child.  The timetables below are example timetables and will run from Monday 11th 
January. Form teachers will get in touch regarding Wed 6th, Thurs 7th and Friday 8th Jan. 
 
 
 
 
Example Timetable for Year 1 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

9am Wake-up 
activity live 
on Zoom 

Wake-up 
activity live 
on Zoom 

Wake-up 
activity live 
on Zoom 

Wake-up 
activity live 
on Zoom 

Wake-up 
activity live 
on Zoom 

9:45 RWInc live 
on Zoom 

RWInc live 
on Zoom 

RWInc live 
on Zoom 

RWInc live 
on Zoom 

Assembly on 

Seesaw 

 

 Maths on 
Seesaw 

Maths on 
Seesaw 

 Handwriting 
on Seesaw 

Maths on 
Seesaw 

Spelling Test 

on Seesaw 

 Englsih on 
Seesaw 

RS/French 
on Seesaw 

English on 
Seesaw 

English on 
Seesaw 

10am Story 
time on 
Zoom 

 Topic on 
Seesaw 

PSHE on 
Seesaw 

Art on 
Seesaw 

Science on 
Seesaw 

 

3pm Story Time 
on Zoom 

Q&A Meet-
up 3pm-4pm 

Story Time 
on Zoom 

Q&A Meet-
up 3pm-4pm 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Weekly overview Y2: 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

9am Wake-up 
activity live 
on Zoom 

Wake-up 
activity live 
on Zoom 

Wake-up 
activity live 
on Zoom 

Wake-up 
activity live 
on Zoom 

Wake-up 
activity live 
on Zoom 

9:45 RWInc/ 
Literacy live 
on Zoom 

RWInc/ 
Literacy live 
on Zoom 

RWInc/ 
Literacy live 
on Zoom 

RWInc/ 
Literacy live 
on Zoom 

Assembly on 

Seesaw 

 

 Maths on 
Seesaw 

Maths on 
Seesaw 

 Maths on 
Seesaw 

Maths on 
Seesaw 

 

 Spelling Test 
on Seesaw 

English on 
Seesaw 

English on 
Seesaw 

English on 
Seesaw 

10am Story 
time on 
Zoom 

 Topic on 
Seesaw 

Science on 

Seesaw 

Topic on 
Seesaw 

RS/French 

on Seesaw 

Art on 
Seesaw 

3pm Story Time 
on Zoom 

Q&A Meet-
up 3pm-4pm 

Story Time 
on Zoom 

Q&A Meet-
up 3pm-4pm 
 

 

 
 
Submitting work 
Through Seesaw children can complete tasks on the screen and submit them by clicking the 
green tick. However, not all work will be carried out on a device; any written work or 
practical tasks can be photographed and uploaded onto your child’s Seesaw journal for 
teachers to mark. Through Seesaw teachers are able to mark and comment (using written or 
voice recordings) on the work. There is even an option for us to send the work back if 
corrections are required. Please help children to take an interest in the comments and 
feedback and act on any instructions arising from them.  
Please familiarise yourself with your child’s Seesaw Class Blog. Here children can post their 
work, a picture or video of themselves for the rest of the class to see. Every post and 
comment is checked and approved by a teacher before it is added to the Blog. Children can 
comment on each other’s work and it is a good way to see what everyone is up to.  
 
Parent/Teacher contact 
It is essential that you and your class teacher keep in touch. You child’s class teacher will be 
available, as normal, on email. If you would prefer to talk through the problem, you can 
make a telephone or video call appointment with the teacher at a time that is convenient 
for everyone. Miss Iffland will also be available to help via email or a call should the need 
arise.  
 

 
 
 



 

 

Home Learning in Junior Prep 
 
We are strong advocates of a daily structure for Junior Prep pupils and their families. There 
are sufficient learning activities (four lessons) being provided each day to mirror the broad 
curriculum Edgeborough delivers.  
 
Home Learning in the Junior Prep will be delivered using Microsoft Teams and pupils can 
log-in using their Office 365 details (details attached separately). This will provide a virtual 
form room for the pupils. 
 
Pupils should visit their form’s Team at the beginning of day (9.00am) and at the start of 
each timetabled lesson. This is where they will find the tasks that have been set, relevant 
resources and, importantly, the live lesson video links.  
 
Lesson input will require the use of a device, but we are keen for most of learning activities 
to be completed off-screen (in the previously sent home Home Learning exercise books). 
 
Teachers will assess pupil understanding and learning during the live lesson input each day, 
so the submission of completed work electronically will be minimal. Depending on the year 
group, work will be submitted to staff though Teams or pupil / parent email. 
 
Resource packs are currently being created and will be available for safe collection or 
delivery soon. The packs contain equipment to support learning during the live lessons, as 
well as some printed sheets for use in future lessons, which we hope will keep any printing 
requirements at home down to a minimum.  
 
Timetable  
Junior Prep pupils should follow the timetables included below. If your family requires an 
additional device to access live lesson, please contact our Network Manager, Mr Thomas 
Beglin: TBeglin@edgeborough.co.uk  When following these timetables, please bear in mind 
the notes below. 
 
Examined Subjects  
All Junior Prep pupils will receive three live lesson inputs each day, taught through Teams, 
for the core subjects of English, Maths, Science, French and Humanities. These will be ‘fixed 
points’ on the timetable and all teachers and pupils will be expected to log in simultaneously 
for these lessons. 
  
Non-Examined Subjects 
In order to maintain the balance and breadth of our curriculum, pupils will also be provided 
with recorded or written lesson input for Art, Computing, DT, Drama, and Music. Pupils will 
need to log in to the relevant channel on their form’s Team to find details for these lessons.  
  
Daily Exercise Period  
Pupils will be able to access the daily exercise challenges for the Daily Exercise Period 
through the PE & Games Team.  
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Year 3 Home Learning – Weekly Timetable 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Year 4 Home Learning – Weekly Timetable 

  Monday  Tuesday  Wednesday  Thursday  Friday  

09:15 – 
09:30  

Registration / 
Reading 

Registration / 
Reading 

Registration / 
Reading 

Registration / 
Reading 

Registration / 
Reading 

09:40 – 
10:30 

Lesson 1  

Mathematics 
Live Lesson 

Mathematics 
Live Lesson 

Mathematics 
Live Lesson 

Mathematics 
Live Lesson 

Mathematics 
Live Lesson 

10:30 – 
11:00  

Break  Break  Break  Break  Break  

11:00 – 
11:50 

Lesson 2 

English 
Live Lesson 

English 
Live Lesson 

English 
Live Lesson 

English 
Live Lesson 

English 
Live Lesson 

12:00 – 
12:50  

Lesson 3   

Art 
(recorded input) 

Drama 
(recorded input) 

DT  
(recorded input) 

ICT 
(recorded input) 

Music 
(recorded input) 

13:00 – 
14:00  

Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch 

14:00 – 
14:50 

Lesson 4 

3C Humanities 
3H French 
Live Lesson 

Science 
Live Lesson 

3H Humanities 
3C French  

Live Lesson 

Science 
Live Lesson  

PSE / Form Time  
Live Lesson 

15:00 – 
15:50  

Lesson 5  
Daily Exercise  Daily Exercise  Daily Exercise  Daily Exercise  Daily Exercise  



 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Year 5 Home Learning – Weekly Timetable 

  Monday  Tuesday  Wednesday  Thursday  Friday  

09:00 – 
09:30  

Registration / 
Reading 

Registration / 
Reading 

Registration / 
Reading 

Registration / 
Reading 

Registration / 
Reading 

09:40 – 
10:30 

Lesson 1  

Mathematics 
Live Lesson 

Mathematics 
Live Lesson 

Mathematics 
Live Lesson 

Mathematics 
Live Lesson 

Mathematics 
Live Lesson 

10:30 – 
11:00  

Break  Break  Break  Break  Break  

11:00 – 
11:50 

Lesson 2 

English 
Live Lesson 

English 
Live Lesson 

English 
Live Lesson 

English 
Live Lesson 

English 
Live Lesson 

12:00 – 
12:50  

Lesson 3   

Music 
(recorded input) 

Art 
(recorded input) 

Drama 
(recorded input) 

DT  
(recorded input) 

ICT 
(recorded input) 

13:00 – 
14:00  

Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch 

14:00 – 
14:50 

Lesson 4 

Science 
Live Lesson 

4W French 
4D/4K 

Humanities   
Live Lesson  

Science 
Live Lesson 

4D French 
4K French 

4W Humanities 
Live Lesson 

PSE / Form Time  
Live Lesson 

15:00 – 
15:50  

Lesson 5 
Daily Exercise  Daily Exercise  Daily Exercise  Daily Exercise  Daily Exercise  

  Monday  Tuesday  Wednesday  Thursday  Friday  



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pastoral Care and the Edgeborough Community 
Time has also been allocated for: 

09:00 – 
09:30  

Registration / 
Reading 

Registration / 
Reading 

Registration / 
Reading 

Registration / 
Reading 

Registration / 
Reading 

9.40 – 
10:30 

Lesson 1  

English 
Live Lesson 

English 
Live Lesson 

English 
Live Lesson 

ICT 
(recorded input) 

Maths 
Live Lesson 

10:30 – 
11:00  

Break  Break  Break  Break  Break  

11:00 – 
11:50 

Lesson 2 

Maths 
Live Lesson 

Music 
(recorded input) 

Maths 
Live Lesson 

Maths 
Live Lesson 

English 
Live Lesson 

12:00 – 
12:50  

Lesson 3   

Drama 
(recorded input) 

Maths 
Live Lesson 

Art 
(recorded input) 

English 
Live Lesson 

DT  
(recorded input) 

13:00 – 
14:00  

Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch 

14:00 – 
14:50 

Lesson 4 

5B Humanities 
5G French 
5R Science 
5T Science 
Live Lesson 

5B French 
5G Science 

5R Humanities 
5T Science 
Live Lesson 

5B Science 
5G Humanities 

5R French 
5T French 

Live Lesson 

5B Science 
5G Science 
5R Science 

5T Humanities 
Live Lesson 

PSE / Form Time  
Live Lesson 

15:00 – 
15:50  

Lesson 5 
Daily Exercise  Daily Exercise  Daily Exercise  Daily Exercise  Daily Exercise  



 

 

 
Regular breaks and lunch. Please make the most of the breaks provided for some time away 
from the screen and your desk. Get a drink, some food and some fresh air. 
 
Form Time. We are committed to maintaining the community aspects of Edgeborough and 
you should log in to your form’s Team at 2.00pm each Friday for ‘Form Time.’  
 
We hope that by following this structure we will be able to maintain the balance and 
breadth of our curriculum, whilst also allowing for a sensible balance of screen time. 
 
Please remember that, as always, your child’s Form Teacher should be the first port of call 
for any questions, news or concerns. Please do keep us informed if you have any pastoral 
concerns; we are endeavouring to keep as many of the existing support systems as possible 
in place. 
 

Home Learning in Senior Prep  
 
Home Learning in Senior Prep will be delivered using Microsoft Teams and pupils can log-in 
using their Office 365 details. This will provide a virtual classroom for the pupils. They will 
‘visit’ this classroom at the beginning of most lessons and use it as a place for the storage 
and organisation of their learning. 
 
Pupils should visit the relevant Team at the beginning of each lesson. This is where they will 
find the tasks that have been set, relevant resources and meeting links, as well as feedback 
on any ongoing or completed tasks. Within Teams there will be opportunities for the pupils 
to work collaboratively with each other and with their teacher. 
 
Some tasks will need to be completed using a device but others will be completed offline, 
on paper or in exercise books. Evidence of all work should be uploaded and filed using 
Teams, additional guidance will be provided 
  

 
Timetable  
 
Senior Prep pupils should follow the timetables included below as closely as possible, 
although there is some flexibility for families needing to share devices. When following 
these timetables, please bear in mind the notes below. 
 
Examined Subjects  
All Senior Prep pupils will receive an allocation of examined subjects, taught through Teams. 
These will be ‘fixed points’ on the timetable and all teachers and pupils will be expected to 
log in simultaneously for these lessons. A register will be taken, and these lessons will 
usually include a live component. 
  
 
Non-Examined Subjects / Project 



 

 

In order to maintain the balance and breadth of our curriculum, all pupils will be expected 
to complete an additional, weekly piece of project work. Pupils will need to log in to the 
relevant ‘Team’ to find details of this project. Please see the separate programme for these 
projects at the end of this document. 
  
Daily Exercise Period  
Further information about the Daily Exercise Period will be delivered thorough each pupil’s 
PE Team. Again, there is an expectation that pupils will log-in to Teams at the beginning of 
these lessons to receive instructions. 
  
Pastoral Care and the Edgeborough Community 
 

Time has also been allocated for: 
 

Regular breaks and Lunch. Please make the most of the breaks provided for some time away 
from the screen and your desk. Get a drink, some food and some fresh air. 
 
Daily reading times. Use this time for reading. Your English teachers and Form teachers will 
want to know what you have been reading and you may well be asked to complete a 
reading journal or some form of book review. 
 
Form Times and Assembly. We are committed to maintaining the community aspects of 
Edgeborough and you should log in to your Form Team to find out what is happening at 
these times and how you might be able to contribute. 
 
We hope that by following this structure we will be able to maintain the balance and 

breadth of our curriculum, whilst also allowing for a sensible balance of screen time. 

 

Please remember that, as always, your child’s Form Teacher should be the first port of call 

for any questions, news or concerns. Please do keep us informed if you have any pastoral 

concerns; we are endeavouring to keep as many of the existing support systems as possible 

in place. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Year 6 Timetable for Home Learning   



 

 

  

 

Timetable for Project Work in Senior Prep 

 
 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 

Week 1 
Monday 4th January 

Computing  Drama  Art 

Week 2 
Monday 11th January 

DT Art Computing 

Week 3  
Monday 18th January 

Art Computing Music / Drama 

Week 4  
Monday 25th January 

Computing Music / Drama DT 

Week 5 
Monday 1st February 

Music / Drama DT Art 

Week 6 
Monday 8th February 

DT Art Computing 

 

 
 
Year 7 Timetable for Home Learning 
 

  
Monday  Tuesday  Wednesday  Thursday  Friday  

08:30 – 09:15  
Lesson 1  

Science  Mathematics  Classics  French  English  

09:30 – 10:15  
Lesson 2  

Mathematics  Science  Science History  Science  

10:15 – 10:30  Form Time   
Break  

Form Time   
Break  

Form Time 

10:30 – 11:00  Break  Break  Break  

11:00 – 11:45  
Lesson 3  

French  Geography  English  English  Mathematics  

11:50 – 12:35  
Lesson 4   

English  History  French  Mathematics  Geography  

12:35 – 13:00  Reading  Reading  Reading  Reading  Reading  

13:00 – 14:00  
  

Lunch  Lunch  Lunch  Lunch  Lunch  

14:00 – 14:45  
Lesson 5  

Project  Project  RS  Project  Project  

15:00 – 15:45  
Lesson 6  

Daily Exercise  Daily Exercise  Daily Exercise  Daily Exercise  Daily Exercise  



 

 

 

 

 
Timetable for Project Work in Senior Prep 
 

 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 

Week 1 
Monday 4th January 

Computing  Drama  Art 

Week 2 
Monday 11th January 

DT Art Computing 

Week 3  
Monday 18th January 

Art Computing Music / Drama 

Week 4  
Monday 25th January 

Computing Music / Drama DT 

Week 5 
Monday 1st February 

Music / Drama DT Art 

Week 6 
Monday 8th February 

DT Art Computing 

 
 
 

Year 8 Timetable for Home Learning 

  
Monday  Tuesday  Wednesday  Thursday  Friday  

08:30 – 09:15  
Lesson 1  

Mathematics French RS Geography Science 

09:30 – 10:15  
Lesson 2  

English English  French Mathematics  History 

10:15 – 10:30  Form Time     
Break  

Form Time    
Break  

  Form Time 

10:30 – 11:00  Break  Break  Break  

11:00 – 11:45  
Lesson 3  

 Geography Mathematics  Science  French English 

11:50 – 12:35  
Lesson 4   

Classics  Science English Science Mathematics 

12:35 – 13:00  Reading  Reading  Reading  Reading  Reading  

13:00 – 14:00  
  

Lunch  Lunch  Lunch  Lunch  Lunch  

14:00 – 14:45  
Lesson 5  

Project  Project  History Project  Project  

15:00 – 15:45  
Lesson 6  

Daily Exercise  Daily Exercise  Daily Exercise  Daily Exercise  Daily Exercise  



 

 

 

 
 

Timetable for Project Work in Senior Prep 

 
 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 

Week 1 
Monday 4th January 

Computing  Drama  Art 

Week 2 
Monday 11th January 

DT Art Computing 

Week 3  
Monday 18th January 

Art Computing Music / Drama 

Week 4  
Monday 25th January 

Computing Music / Drama DT 

Week 5 
Monday 1st February 

Music / Drama DT Art 

Week 6 
Monday 8th February 

DT Art Computing 

 

  
Monday  Tuesday  Wednesday  Thursday  Friday  

08:30 – 09:15  
Lesson 1  

French Science English Mathematics RS 

09:30 – 10:15  
Lesson 2  

History Mathematics Classics Geography English 

10:15 – 10:30  Form Time  
Break 

Form Time  
Break 

Form Time 

10:30 – 11:00  Break Break Break 

11:00 – 11:45  
Lesson 3  

English French Mathematics Science History 

11:50 – 12:35  
Lesson 4   

Mathematics English Science French Science 

12:35 – 13:00  Reading Reading Reading Reading Reading 

13:00 – 14:00  
  

Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch 

14:00 – 14:45  
Lesson 5  

Project Project Geography Project Project 

15:00 – 15:45  
Lesson 6  

Daily Exercise Daily Exercise Daily Exercise Daily Exercise Daily Exercise 


